Quebec minorities demand "inclusion"…AffiliationQuebec
Montreal, August 07/07

For immediate release:

So, Quebec Intergovernmental affairs Minister Benoit Pelletier told Canadian Press, Tuesday, Premier Jean Charest's government wants to
finally see Quebec's distinctiveness recognized in the Constitution in a charter of open federalism.
Apparently, according to Canadian Press, the government is wading into constitutional waters again to short-circuit any resurgence in
sovereigntist support for the Parti Quebecois under new leader Pauline Marois and to curtail any flirtation with the autonomist platform of Mario
Dumont's Action Democratique du Quebec.
If the story is correct, AffiliationQuebec leader Allen Nutik will insist that the Federal Government clarify the status of all Quebec minorities,
including Anglos, minority cultural communities, and aboriginals; and further, to restore all rights abrogated, in addition to rights previously
constitutionally entrenched in the Canadian Constitution.
Quebec's minorities and Anglos number more than 50 per cent of the population of the island of Montreal, well in excess of one million people,
and considerably more if the entire territory of Quebec is considered.
"What is good for the goose is good for the gander", emphasizes Nutik, "we will neither be ignored nor be undervalued any longer. The
distinctiveness of Quebec minorities must form part of any statement on Quebec".
"Prime Minister Harper and all Federal leaders must state clear positions on the inclusion of Quebec's minorities", says Nutik, "and a good time
for all of them to go on record is before the Quebec bye-elections, Sept 17/07".
Nutik asserts, "These new demands by the Quebec Liberals underscore the valid reasons for the creation of AffiliationQuebec, and serve to
remind minority Quebecers of the urgency for them to secure new representation in the Quebec legislature".
AffiliationQuebec is a new provincial party formed to pursue the full rights and interests of staunch Canadians living in Quebec.

Allen E. Nutik is leader of AffiliationQuebec a newly formed, Quebec political party focused on minority rights.
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